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Proxim Wireless Announces Enterprise-Class 802.11ac Wi-Fi Adapter
Silicon Valley, CA, March 30, 2015 – Proxim Wireless Corporation (OTC Markets: PRXM), a
pioneer and global leader in advanced Wi-Fi, point to point (PtP), and point to multipoint (PtMP)
radio systems, today announced the launch of the ORiNOCO® USB-9100 Wi-Fi Adapter with
dual-band 802.11a/b/g/n/ac support, enabling users to experience next-generation, ultrafast Wi-Fi
access.
Based on the latest IEEE ratified standard - 802.11ac, the ORiNOCO USB-9100 wireless adapter
allows high speed Wi-Fi access from 11ac access points and routers to notebook or desktop
computers. The dual internal antenna design gives enhanced wireless network coverage, while
the advanced MIMO technology delivers improved system throughputs even in dense office
environments.
The feature-packed ORiNOCO USB-9100 adapter also boasts a ‘superspeed’ USB 3.0 interface
for seamless data transfers between the adapter and computer, without compromising on security
with advanced WPA2 protected access. Additionally, the compact and sleek design reduces
desktop clutter, making it ideal for enterprises and homes alike. These enterprise-class features
of the ORiNOCO USB-9100 will enable this product to stand out from competitive but
consumer-class offerings.
Given the increasing proliferation of 802.11ac wireless networks both within enterprises and as
hot spots, the ORiNOCO USB-9100 adapter is ideal to provide blazing wireless connectivity to
those end users who don’t have 11ac-enabled devices. For example, many desktop computers
don’t come with any built-in Wi-Fi capability, and many laptop computers include older
generation (slower) Wi-Fi capability. The ORiNOCO USB-9100 is a cost-effective method to
enjoy the wireless and faster connectivity enabled by 11ac.
“We are pleased to introduce this ‘Enterprise Class’ USB to our Orinoco family. With its
extensive list of features combined with a small form factor, it is designed to support both
enterprise and industrial applications,” said Greg Marzullo, CEO, Proxim Wireless. “The
ORiNOCO USB-9100 has been built to meet bandwidth-intensive client demands, enabling users
to take full advantage of high speed 802.11ac networks. This launch heralds a series of ‘soon to
come’ ORiNOCO gigabit Wi-Fi innovations and future enhancements to our popular ORiNOCO
product line.”

More about the ORiNOCO USB-9100 Dual Band Adapter
The ORiNOCO USB-9100 Adapter offers a range of features, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

802.11ac MIMO solution for 5GHz band
Complete 802.11n MIMO solution for 2.4GHz and 5GHz band
Maximum data rate up to 867 Mpbs
IEEE 802.11e QoS Enhancement (WMM)
IEEE 802.11i (WPA,WPA2). Open, shared key and pair-wise key authentication
services plus TKIP/AES128 encryption
IEEE 802.11h Transmit power control and Spectrum Management
IEEE 802.11k Radio Resource Measurement to optimize network usage

Availability
The ORiNOCO USB-9100 is available for order now and will ship in volume in April 2015.

About Proxim Wireless
Proxim Wireless Corporation (OTC Markets: PRXM) provides Wi-Fi®, Point-to-Point and Point-to-Multipoint 4G
wireless network technologies for wireless internet, video surveillance and backhaul applications. Our
ORiNOCO® and Tsunami® product lines are sold to service providers, governments and enterprises with over 2
million devices shipped to 250,000+ customers in more than 65 countries worldwide. Proxim is ISO 9001:2008
certified. For more information, visit www.proxim.com. For investor relations information, e-mail ir@proxim.com
or call +1 413-584-1425.
Safe Harbor Statement
Statements in this press release that are not statements of historical facts are forward-looking statements that involve
risks, uncertainties, and assumptions. Our actual results may differ materially from the results anticipated in these
forward-looking statements. The forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties that could contribute to
such differences including potential changes in the content and timing of Proxim’s product introduction plans;
difficulties in overcoming the network installation and operational challenges relating to any specific customer or
geographical area; factors beyond our control such as weather, geographic, governmental, and interference issues
that may increase the costs and difficulties of wireless deployments; specific requirements of a given customer in
their specific situations; whether the deployment will achieve the desired objectives of any given customer; and
difficulties or delays in supplying products with the features, performance, compliances, certifications, cost, price,
quality, and other characteristics desired by customers. Further information on these and other factors that could
affect Proxim's actual results is contained in the filings made by Proxim with the OTC Markets (available
at www.otcmarkets.com), including without limitation in the Annual Report filed by Proxim on March 30, 2010, and
is and will be contained in its other public statements, which may be available on Proxim’s website
(www.proxim.com).

